Wellness Days

Multiply is a rewards programme that helps our members make the right
choices to live happier, healthier lives.
How? By rewarding them with cashbacks and discounts for the activities they do every day. All they need to get
started is a Momentum product, or belong to a qualifying medical scheme or employer group membership.

What is a Multiply Wellness Day?
A Multiply Wellness Day is an activation to inform employees of their health and wellness and demonstrate the
value of looking after it. Here’s what you can expect from a Multiply Wellness Day:
No of attendees
Multiply Wellness Days

31-100

10-30

101+

Basic

Comprehensive

Executive

x1

x2

x3

Access

Access

Access

Information station
Promoter
Assistance with points
Partner activation support
Device activation support
Questionnaires
Get financially well
Be healthier
Be safer
Physical health and activity
Health assessment (HA)
HIV (counselling and test)

Optional

Optional

Optional

Flu vaccination

Optional

Optional

Optional

Fitness assessment (FA)

Optional

Optional

Optional

Additional services

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Multiply partners*

*	Applicable partners will be invited. Please note that participation in the Multiply Wellness Day
is at the discretion of the partner and subject to the partner rendering services in that area.
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Applying for a Multiply Wellness Day
A designated representative from your company*
or a Momentum financial adviser must complete
and submit the Multiply Wellness Day application
form. Give the date four to six weeks in advance.
All communication for this day should be facilitated
via the financial adviser.
* Only companies who are Momentum and Multiply clients can apply.

Assessments to be done:

Health assessment (HA)
The nurse will measure the member’s:
• Blood pressure.
• Total cholesterol.
• Glucose.
• Height, weight and waist circumference. This,
together with gender and age, will be used to
calculate body fat percentage.
• The nurse will also ask about the member’s smoking
status.
We will need the results of all these tests to load a valid
HA, which qualifies members for HealthReturns. These
results are valid for a year.
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Cost of a health assessment
The cost of a HA is R140. If the member belongs to
Momentum Medical Scheme, the cost of the HA will be
covered by the Health Platform Benefit. If the member
has already used the HA benefit for that year, the
submitted claim will be funded from their savings or
HealthSaver, subject to availability. If there are no funds
available but the member is a Multiply Premier member,
the cost of the HA will be covered by Multiply. If, for
some reason, the member’s Multiply membership is not
in force on the day, the member will be directly liable for
the cost.
It is mandatory to use a Momentum-accredited
provider to conduct the HA to ensure that the data that
is provided and captured is accurate.

Fitness assessment (FA)
A registered health professional will conduct the FA.
Testing takes 30 minutes and takes place on a oneon-one basis, so the assessment will require a private
room or booth, which we will arrange.
A member can do an FA with any accredited health
professional. Visit multiply.co.za to make the booking.
Cost of a fitness assessment
The cost of an FA for a Multiply member is R420 and
can be paid directly to the health professional.
The benefit of paying for an FA to determine a
member’s physical activity level is that the results are
valid for 12 months. Plus, the best result of either
the member’s FA or Active Dayz™ for the month will
count towards their HealthReturns. In other words, if
the result of their FA places them on Level 4, but their
Active Day for the month places them on Level 5, we
will base their HealthReturns on Level 5.

HIV (voluntary counselling and testing)
This assessment involves a finger prick test for HIV,
conducted by a professional nurse. Testing takes
30 minutes and each nurse requires a private room.
Cost of HIV test
The HIV counselling and testing costs R105.

Flu vaccination
You can ask for flu vaccinations and we will send
a quote.
It is important to note that when you ask for flu
vaccines, the company will be held liable for the cost
of the entire catered number, regardless of how many
are used on the day, as flu vaccines cannot be taken
back to the provider.
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Terms and conditions
• Multiply Wellness Days are open to financial advisers
and their clients who are members of Multiply,
Momentum Medical Scheme and/or Myriad.
• Multiply will be responsible for capturing and
submitting the data.
• The wellness team is there to complement the
offering of the adviser on the day and will not
conduct the event on the adviser’s behalf.
• The wellness team will only be responsible for
wellness (testing) on the day.
• Multiply points are no longer given for HIV testing
and flu vaccinations.

Product benefits
Multiply

Myriad

Get up to:

• An FA translates into a guaranteed 12-month
activity level that influences the additional fitness
discounts that a member can receive on top of the
guaranteed Multiply tier status discount.
• Members can get up to 60% off their monthly
Momentum Myriad premiums. We calculate
their discount using the combined results of their
Healthy Heart Score, number of Active Day or FA
level and their status on Multiply Premier.

• 100 Multiply points for completing the HA and
getting a Healthy Heart Score,
• 80 points for doing an FA every twelve months,
and
• 20 points for completing the online physical
health and activity questionnaire.

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3
to get the most from Multiply
1

2

3

Healthy
Heart Score

Active DayzTM
or fitness level

Your Multiply
status

Rewards

The following table illustrates how these measures work together in calculating
the member’s Myriad discount:
Healthy Heart
Score

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Private Club

20%

25%

30%

40%

60%

12+ p/m
or Level 4

15%

20%

25%

30%

40%

8+ p/m
or Level 3

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

4+ p/m
or Level 2

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

0+ p/m
or Level 1

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Physical activity level

(Active Dayz or fitness assessment)

MaxFit

Green

Green

Green

Amber

Amber

Amber

Red

Red

Red

Requires a fitness assessment
Level 5 result

If you do not have a Healthy Heart Score, your discounts will be based on a red Healthy Heart Score. Active Dayz will be averaged over a six-month period from January to June and again from July to
December. In calculating the average, the worst month of activity is ignored. Your discount during the first half of the calendar year will be based on your average between July and December of the previous
year, and your discount during the second half of the year on the average between January and June. If you were a Multiply Premier member for less than six months, the average calculation will be based
proportionately on the number of months you were a Multiply Premier member. To protect you from a decrease in discount during the calendar year, any decreases in your scores (Healthy Heart, average
Active Dayz or fitness level) from the ones recorded at the start of the year, will not affect your discount during a calendar year and this will explain any differences between your actual Multiply scores and the
ones used by Myriad. You can improve your discount in the middle of the year by improving your average Active Dayz over the preceding six-month period. You can also improve your discount at any stage if
you go for a health or fitness assessment with an improved outcome or improve your Multiply status.
The highest discount level (MaxFit) will only be applicable if you have a Level 5 fitness assessment result and a green Healthy Heart Score.
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It’s easy to start earning HealthReturns+
HealthReturns (qualifying medical scheme members)
• The member needs to complete an HA to start earning HealthReturns.
• An FA translates into a guaranteed 12-month activity level that influences the level of HealthReturns they receive.
Qualifying medical scheme members can earn up to R3 000 per family per month in HealthReturns.

Go for a health assessment
Momentum Medical Scheme members enjoy one free HA per year through the Health Platform
Benefit. These assessments can be done at any Dis-Chem or Clicks pharmacy clinic, corporate
wellness days or with one of our Multiply-approved independent pharmacies.

STEP

01

Further assessments (where applicable)
Further assessments may be recommended, depending on the member’s results. They will be
required to go for these assessments and follow the recommended treatment plan. In the majority of
cases, only steps one and three are required to start earning HealthReturns.

STEP

02

Know. Track. Improve.
The third step requires members to be active and allow Momentum to track their activity.
A member’s physical activity level can be measured by either their fitness assessment level or with
the number of Active Dayz achieved in a month. One active day can be earned by:

STEP

03

• 1 Multiply gym visit (provided the member belongs to Virgin Active, Planet Fitness, Curves or
affiliated gyms through Multiply)
• Recording 10 000 steps in a day (through a device linked to the member’s Multiply profile)
• Burning 300 calories in one exercise session (through a device linked to the member’s Multiply profile)
• Participating in an event registered through Entrytime or completing a Parkrun and logging it on
the FitVault app.

HealthReturns will be paid into a member’s HealthSaver account for every
R630 medical scheme contribution.
Healthy Heart
Score
Green

Green

Green

Amber

Amber

Amber

Red

Red

Red

Active Dayz or fitness
assessment

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Private Club

16+ p/m
or Level 5+

R50

R70

R110

R160

R260

12+ p/m
or Level 4+

R30

R35

R70

R105

R160

8+ p/m
or Level 3+

R12

R23

R33

R47

R65

4+ p/m
or Level 2+

R5

R10

R15

R20

R30

0+ p/m
or Level 1+

R0

R0

R0

R0

R0

Increased HealthReturns are paid into your HealthSaver account, based on your Multiply Premier status. HealthReturns is a complementary product available from Momentum to members of qualifying
medical schemes. Momentum is not a medical scheme and HealthReturns is not a medical scheme benefit.
+
Qualifying medical scheme members may choose to make use of additional products available from Momentum Metropolitan Holdings Limited (Momentum), to seamlessly enhance their medical aid.
Momentum is not a medical scheme, and is a separate entity to the medical scheme. The complementary products are not medical scheme benefits.
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Financial implication of a Multiply Wellness Day
Should a Multiply partner incur any cost due to the participation in the Multiply Wellness Day, the company will
be held liable for the cost. We’ll provide a quote beforehand and the company can then decide whether or not to
include the partner for the Multiply Wellness Day.
If the event is cancelled or if participation is less than 70% of the confirmed estimated members on the day, the
company or employer will be liable for this cost for each employee below the 70% line. The participation fee is
R140 (incl VAT) for every non-attendee. A minimum of 10 bookings is required for fitness assessments. If less than
50% participation, the client will be liable for a cost of R420 per member.
Events take place on weekdays between 08:00 to 17:00. Multiply will bill the company if these hours are exceeded,
or if the event is hosted on a weekend, at R350 per hour per nurse.
The setup will consist of a digital service desk to assist clients with improving their status, booths for privacy and
registration kiosks for a quick, efficient and seamless experience. A client can earn up to 200 points, provided a nurse,
Multiply promoter and health professional are booked for the service.
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GET IN TOUCH
Contact your financial adviser to find out more about
Multiply’s partners and incredible rewards, call 0861
88 66 00 or visit multiply.co.za

268 West Avenue Centurion 0157
PO Box 7400 Centurion 0046 South Africa
Tel +27 (0) 12 671 8911 Contact centre 0861 88 66 00
multiply@momentum.co.za
multiply.co.za
Momentum Multiply (Pty) Ltd is part of Momentum Metropolitan Holdings Limited
Reg. No. 1971/006353/07
E & OE. Terms and conditions apply. Visit multiply.co.za for full details.
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